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COT TON

Pure Cotton
Pure cotton is a material that is very soft to the touch,
comfortable, tearproof and durable. Its long ﬁbres give colours room to shine.

CABEZALES

Open-loop-suspension
A typical characteristic of all hammocks manufactured in Colombia is the open-loop-suspension.

H A N D M A D E I N C O LO M B I A

CADEJOS

Traditional Colombian plaits
Colombian hammocks are real pieces of art. Not only does the beauty of the usually
handmade plaits between the end of the fabric and the suspension please the eye, they
also make the hammock extremely comfortable.

BORDER

Tearproof selvage
The two borders of the lying surface feature a particularly tight weave. Thanks to this
robust surface, exceptional stability is guaranteed.

MULTICORD

High number of suspension cords
Additional comfort thanks to a multitude of suspension cords that distribute the weight
equally to the cloth of the hammock and hence give a unique feeling of agravity.
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